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Down Dog to ease back pain by Amy Jay 
 
Back pain is an unwanted intruder for many of us at least at some points in our lives.  Whether it’s 
mild in the form of a transient niggle or more severe pain from nerve or disc damage, back pain can 
impede our functioning and enjoyment of life.   
 
Our spine, and what it allows us to do, is something we often take for granted.   We often don’t think 
about the exercises we can do to keep the spine in good health and minimise associated back pain.    
 
Downward facing dog (down dog or Ardho Mukha Svanasana) is one of the best yoga poses for back 
pain relief. It is known as a resting pose and is a foundation posture that has spawned many other 
yoga poses. 
 
Down dog has many benefits.   Most importantly it helps to strengthen the deep abdominal muscles, 
which support low back posture. The flexion of the hip joint brings the abdominals in close toward 
the spine, thus helping to strengthen them.  Other benefits of down dog include stronger hands, 
wrists, hamstrings and calves, lengthening of the shoulders, a decrease in tension and headaches, 
and increased full body circulation. 
 
What many of us don’t realise, until it is pointed out to us, is that we spend much of our busy days in 
a forward bend position.  Remember when your Mum used to tell you to sit up straight.  There was 
good reason for that which may not have been evident at the time to either you or your Mum.  
Runners are often told to keep upright when they run so that more air can get into their lungs.  It’s 
usually a habit we have to consciously do initially before we become unconsciously competent.   
Down dog is an exercise we can do to relieve the pain associated with us spending too much time 
leaning forward during the day.  It helps us relax the shoulders, open the hips and generally loosen 
up after a hard day.      
 

 

 

 

 

How to get into Down dog: 

 Have your feet hip distance apart. Aim for a three point connection of hands, feet and 

tailbone. 

 Lengthen the spine and set the scapulae by drawing them down. Open the chest and 

broaden through the shoulders and have five finger pads on the mat  

 As a modification heels can be lifted off the mat, knees slightly bent and fold mat to take 

pressure off the wrists. 

 Hold pose for five breaths. 

 
Contact Amy on 0410473996 or e-mail Amy at amyjaya.com if you’d like to know more yoga 
poses for strengthening the back and easing back pain.   


